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villa rentals – complete with maid service, 
swimming pools and kitchens – are popular 
in bali’s trendy, upscale seminyak area. 
The kunja and the One villas, skilfully     
run by the same management company, 
more than met our requirements for 
luxury villa stays with hotel-like services. 

Contemporary in design, the        
kunja has  14 one-bedroom and four 
three-bedroom villas. in our one-bedroom 
holiday home, the air-conditioned,              
all-white marble bedroom opened onto       
a breezy open-air living area (visited 
sometimes by tiny geckos). The small 
swimming pool had a shallow side beside 
the deck for sunning while lying in the 
water. decorated with a single white orchid, 
the minimalist bathroom was beachy in feel 
with white pebbles scattered around stone 
slabs on the floor. 

We prefered the One villas, 
however. More balinese and traditional       
in style, these one-bedroom villas had 
thatched roofs, separate sleeping and 

living pavilions, and lush tropical gardens 
surrounding the pools (we always heard 
birds chirping). Our bedroom had 
polished wood floors and black-and-white, 
1930s photos of balinese girls adorning 
the walls. There were no walls on two 
sides of the bathroom – which looked      
out over fern gardens and shady palms.

When it was time for breakfast 
(included in the rates at both properties), 
a maid carrying a wicker basket of supplies 
came to the villa to cook our eggs and 
slice fresh fruit. a phone call netted us 
complimentary afternoon tea and cookies. 
We were also chauffeured  to nearby 
beach clubs and seminyak’s buzzing bars 
and restaurants whenever we wanted. 
airport transfers (courtesy of the villas) 
were offered too – with cold towels, water 
and chilled fruit supplied on the way.

for honeymooners, couples and 
families who want a quiet, serene and 
private retreat in the heart of lively 
seminyak, these villas hit the mark.

| WheRe We STAyed

The Kunja and the One Villas

the Kunja one-bedroom villa

the One Villas

the One Villas
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